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Abstract: Creativity is nowadays seen as an essential feature in higher education. Nevertheless, there is a discrepancy between the need for creativity and what higher education classrooms provide. This study assessed the perceptions of 1599 higher education students from two countries (1059 Brazilian and 540 Portuguese students), from two academic domains (Sciences and Technologies – Sc&T; Social Sciences, Arts, and Humanities – SScA&H), about the presence of creativity in their teachers’ instruction and evaluation practices. The study’s findings evidence interactive effects between the variables country and academic domain for most of the assessed factors: encouragement of new ideas, climate for the expression of ideas, and interest in students’ learning. Brazilian Sc&T students presented more negative perceptions of their classroom environments when compared to SScA&H students; Portuguese students showed opposite patterns of results. Some hypothetical explanations are discussed and future directions for research are presented.
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Práticas Docentes para Criatividade na Universidade: Estudo em Portugal e no Brasil

Resumo: Criatividade é atualmente tomada como aspecto essencial na Educação Superior. Há, contudo, discrepância entre a necessidade de criatividade e o que a universidade proporciona. Este estudo avaliou percepções de 1599 alunos universitários de dois países (1059 brasileiros e 540 portugueses), de duas áreas curriculares (Ciências e Tecnologias – Sc&T; Ciências Sociais, Artes e Humanidades – Ssca&H) sobre a presença de criatividade nas práticas docentes, instrucionais e avaliativas, de que são alvo. Os resultados mostraram efeitos interativos significativos entre as variáveis país e área curricular para a maioria dos fatores avaliados: encorajamento de novas ideias, clima para expressão de ideias e interesse pela aprendizagem dos alunos. Os estudantes brasileiros de Sc&T mostraram percepções mais negativas da sala de aula, comparados com os de SScA&H; os alunos portugueses obtiveram padrões opostos nos resultados. Algumas hipóteses explicativas são discutidas e são apresentadas orientações para pesquisa futura.
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Guilford’s (1950) presidential address at the American Psychological Association Convention, pointing out the scarcity of scientific research about creativity, was decisive for the systematic study of creativity. Nowadays, creativity is seen as essential for innovation and for personal and organizational success (Ahrweiler & Keane, 2013; Péter-Szarka, 2012). Since unpredictability, complexity and fast changes are constant features of our world, individuals have to be adaptive and show competencies to (re)create (Kim & Hull, 2012; Weinstein, Clark, DiBartolomeo, & Davis, 2014). The financial recession of early 2000 also proved that creativity was
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in order for the resolution of social and economic problems (Lubart & Zenasni, 2010; Simona & Savvas, 2012).

If creativity has been the focus of increasing attention by professionals and researchers in diverse domains (Zhang, 2011), it is at school that there seems to be a privileged environment for its development, as people spend a large part of their lifetime in this learning context (Sou lé & Warrick, 2015). Creativity can be promoted in many domains and throughout students’ academic lives, in or beyond institutional spaces (Jackson, 2006a).

Although higher education has been recognized as an important context for the development of creativity (Yamamoto, 1975), further attention is needed regarding how to develop teachers and students’ creative skills. Universities represent the stage immediately preceding people’s entry into the job market, which requires a specialized workforce with the ability to transform society (Grove-White, 2008; Pachucki, Lena, & Tepper, 2010). Concerned with the optimization of higher education, Florida (2002) stated that a third of the workforce will have to be creative. Universities, “repositories of research and knowledge with a high innovative potential, are key-elements for the (global) agenda of innovation” (Smith-Bingham, 2006, p. 17). Nowadays, universities must not be seen as solely concerned with the transmission of knowledge. Universities also have the role of preparing students for future challenges and opportunities, by promoting their flexibility and creativity - preparing students “with skills to manage life” (Sternberg, 2004, p. 196).

Due to the need for innovation, the relevance of promoting a creative climate has been widely stated, including higher education (A. Cropley & D. H. Cropley, 2009; Gibson, 2010). At university, teaching practices should focus on more than promoting the transmission of contents and routines (Deverell & Moore, 2014), but rather train students to inquire and investigate, problematize, take risk, and think and act critically and with self-confidence. It should also include a diversity of approaches, enthusiasm for teaching, and the promotion of curiosity, self-regulation and intrinsic motivation (Hargreaves, 2008; Sternberg, 2004). These teaching practices would break free of the PowerPoint tradition and increase inspiration and creativity (Nordstrom & Korpelainen, 2011).

The recognition of the importance of creativity in higher education co-occurs, however, with discourses that signal difficulties and even contradictions. Brook and Milner (2014, p. 135) affirm that it is difficult “for academics, used to being in a position of authority, to resist from that position”; as the use of creative practices can demand more flexibility between teachers’ and students’ actions. It is questionable if higher education successfully manages to match society’s need for creative transformation nowadays (MacLaren, 2012; Walker & Gleaves, 2008). McWilliam (2008) alerts that universities are not successfully updating their contents and methodologies, not only regarding the future, but also for the present moment. Therefore, there seems to be some contradictions between the social-political positions (as well as universities discourses) that incentive creativity in higher education, and the actual observed practices (MacLaren, 2012).

Since teachers are central to the development of students’ skills, teaching practices for creativity in higher education are an important issue to study (Grove-White, 2008; Walker & Gleaves, 2008). One of the most interesting sources for this research has been to inquire students about how they perceive their college teachers’ practices, and if there is a focus on creativity in these practices (Slate, LaPrairie, Schulte, & Onwuebu zie, 2011).

Some studies about teaching for creativity have been published in different parts of the world. In the UK, Oliver, Shah, McGoldrick, and Edwards (2006) found some criticism to teaching and evaluation strategies that do not promote creativity, among other assessed dimensions of instruction. In Lithuania, Klimoviené, Urbaniené and Barziuki néné (2010) related students’ perceptions of creativity in the classroom to their learning of a foreign language. In Portugal, students presented reasonable appreciations of the interests teachers demonstrated in creativity, as well as of teachers’ incentives for innovation in the classroom, but were critical concerning certain formal aspects of teaching and learning that were not promoting creativity (Morais, Almeida, & Azevedo, 2014). In Iran, Sadeghi and Ofoghi (2011) showed that college students valued indicators of imaginative and innovative teaching. Milgram and Davi dovich (2010), in Israel, illustrated that perceptions of students about creativity in teaching were related to their assessment of teaching efficiency. These perceptions may also vary with students’ academic domains, since generality and specificity co-exist in creativity but specificity seems to predominate (Baer, 2011). In this sense, competencies and specific knowledge may influence the expression of creativity (Weinstein et al., 2014).

In education in general, and specifically at university, there are different types of instruction and assessment methods, expectations and values in different academic areas. A. Cropley and D. H. Cropley (2009) illustrate the relationships between different domains of study and innovation: for example, the Arts can often be more open to radical or challenging creativity (more tolerant of risk and originality), while Physics or Mathematics will tolerate more socially accepted creativity (more concerned with problem solving), and learning a foreign language may not accept any kind of creativity. Accordingly, Glück, Ernst and Unger (2002) also show that groups of students from different fields of study differ in their perceptions of creativity. Oliver et al. (2006) suggest that college students value creativity based on the teachers they have and the contents they approach, as students from Arts perceive more creativity, while students from Exact Sciences are the ones with the lowest levels of perceptions of creativity, with Humanities students in the middle of both. The study conducted by Hosseini (2011) revealed different patterns in these perceptions, as Engineering students perceive higher levels of the application of creative instructional strategies, followed by students from Sciences and students from Humanities, the latter showing lower levels of perceived creativity in their instructional environments. On the other hand, studies by Zhang (2013) and Zhang and Sternberg (2011), involving Asian students, did not observe differences in perceptions when comparing areas such as Mathematics, Management or Education. Sadeghi and Ofoghi (2011) also found no differences between students...
of Sciences, Engineering and Humanities/Social Sciences regarding the encouragement of creativity in the classroom.

It is also important to highlight that creativity is a cultural and contextually embedded phenomenon (Simonton & Shing-Shiang, 2010). The cultural environment has a strong influence on creativity by supporting or inhibiting the development of individual creative efforts. The acceptance of rule defying and of what is not seen as traditionally correct, as well as social role modelling (of gender or age), influence the development and quality of creativity, and necessarily of teaching practices and opportunities to express it (A. Cropley & D. H. Cropley, 2009; Grove-White, 2008). Personal barriers to creative expression (e.g., resistance to change, shyness, criticism) are developed throughout life and can be evidenced by students and teachers in college (Hargreaves, 2008; Lima & Alencar, 2014). MacLaren (2012), when specifically referring to the opportunities a creative university provides, describes the harmful influence of society’s neoliberal values, such as time pressure, balancing cost-effectiveness, and controlling for productivity. This broader cultural environment is operationalized into different teaching and evaluation practices regarding the development of creativity, across different domains (A. Cropley & D. H. Cropley, 2009; Jackson, 2006b). According to Jackson (2006b, p. 202), “the academic disciplines (...) are the fundamental cultural domains” at university. Therefore, it is important to investigate in which ways cultural groups are taught to be creative and how culture channels creativity toward certain domains and groups (Holm-Hadulla, 2013; Hong & Milgram, 2010).

Some studies have shown broader cultural influences on teachers’ and students’ perceptions about creativity in higher education. J.-K. Chen and I.-S. Chen (2012) emphasized the influence of family values, relationships with neighbours, and more general values of the Asian culture on the existence of fewer opportunities to express creativity, particularly at university. Research conducted by Zhang (2013) and Zhang and Sternberg (2011), in China and Hong Kong, revealed differences in students’ conceptions about creativity, in particular about the role of intelligence in the development of creativity. Cultural differences (e.g., the education and economic conditions) are described by Zhang (2013) as an explanation hypothesis for the variations observed in this topic.

Research about students’ perceptions of university teaching practices for creativity is still very limited (Craft, Hall, & Costello, 2014). The current study addresses students’ perceptions of favourable conditions for the encouragement of creativity in their university courses. More specifically, the purpose is to compare university students from two countries (Portugal and Brazil) and from different academic areas (Social Sciences, Arts and Humanities; Sciences and Technology), with respect to the extent to which their teachers’ practices enhance creativity in the classroom.

Method

Participants

Participants were 1599 students from Brazil (n = 1059) and Portugal (n = 540), enrolled in the third or fourth year of their undergraduate degrees, mostly women (n = 932) and from Social Sciences, Arts and Humanities courses (n = 814). Ages ranged from 16 (one student) to 68 years (one student), and the average age was 23.7 years (SD = 6.09). Participants attended mostly public institutions; however, the Brazilian subsample also included students from private institutions. Brazilian students in the Sciences and Technologies (Sc&T) group attended courses such as Maths, Geology, Computer Sciences, Physics, Engineering, Agronomy Sciences and Biological Sciences; in the Social Sciences, Arts and Humanities (SScA&H), students were enrolled in courses such as Economics, Administration, Law, Pedagogy, Anthropology, and Health Sciences, Humanities and Arts courses. In Portugal, students were studying Maths, Statistics, Physics, Biochemistry and Engineering (Sc&T), as well as Education, Psychology, Communication Sciences, Languages and Literatures, Music, Architecture and Fashion Communication (SScA&H).

Instrument

The Instruction Strategies for Creativity in Higher Education Inventory was administered in Brazil in its original version (Alencar & Fleith, 2004b) and in Portugal in its version validated for Portuguese students (Morais, Almeida, Azevedo, Alencar, & Fleith, 2014). Some of the instrument items were designed based on a literature review about creativity in educational contexts, especially studies that focused on creativity in the university classroom. Other items were developed based on results from a study conducted by Alencar (2000), about the university professor as a facilitator and inhibitor of creativity, in which two open-ended questions were used for graduate students to describe these professors’ profile. This inventory assesses four dimensions of students' perceptions of creativity in the classroom: instruction and evaluation strategies (e.g., “In general, the professor…uses the same teaching method” - reversed score); encouragement of new ideas (e.g., “...cultivates students’ interest in new discoveries and new knowledge”); climate for the expression of ideas (e.g., “…values students’ original ideas”); and teachers’ interest in students’ learning (e.g., “…is ready to clarify students’ doubts”). The original version of this measure includes 37 items and the Portuguese validation is composed of 22 items. In the Portuguese version, the items retained in the four dimensions coincide with the factorial structure found for the Brazilian version. Two reasons explain the elimination of 15 items from the original version: (1) items that the Portuguese students found ambiguous or misleading in the adaptation phase; and (2) items with factor loadings above .35 in more than one factor in the validation phase (Morais, Almeida, Azevedo, Alencar, et al., 2014). The original version was reviewed in order to be adapted to Portuguese for Portuguese native speakers and two independent experts evaluated this adaptation.

Students rate their perceptions using a Likert scale format, ranging from 1 (“Completely disagree”) to 5 (“Completely agree”). Both versions present good psychometric properties. In the Brazilian version, Cronbach’s alphas ranged...
from .72 to .93. Alphas ranged from .75 to .93 for the Portu-
guese inventory, except for instruction and evaluation strat-
egies which had a lower consistency (alpha = .53). Explor-
atory factor analyses showed that the four identified factors
explain 49.9% of the items’ variance for Brazilian students
and 58.5% for Portuguese students. Previous publications ex-
plain the construction and validation of the inventory process
in Brazil, and its adaptation and validation in Portugal (Alen-
car & Fleith, 2004b; Morais, Almeida, Azevedo, Alencar, et
al., 2014).

Procedure

Data collection. In both countries, university teachers
were contacted to administer the inventories in the classroom.
Students were asked to evaluate their previous academic year
teachers. The administration was conducted by the authors of
this paper. The administration of the inventory took approxi-
mately 15 minutes, in both countries.

Data analyses. Analyses were conducted using IBM
SPSS 20.0. Subscale scores were transformed in Z scores ($M$
= 0, $SD$ = 1), based on factor scores obtained from exploratory
factor analysis, in order to permit comparisons between Bra-
zilian and Portuguese students. This procedure is justified be-
cause the number of items in the Brazilian and the Portuguese
version is different.

Ethical Considerations

This research project was approved by the Scientific
Board of the Research Centre of Education (CIEd-UMinho).
The participants were requested to sign an Informed Consent
Form.

Results

Table 1 presents the means and standard deviations of z
scores ($M = 0; SD = 1.0$) in the four dimensions of the inven-
tory. Factor scores were obtained based on regression analy-
sis conducted with exploratory factor analysis, using princi-
pal components analysis with varimax rotation. As the items
grouped in the Portuguese version also belong to the same
factor in the Brazilian version of the inventory, this proce-
dure permits obtaining comparable results in latent variables,
based on students’ responses from both countries and both
subject areas. Results are presented regarding students’ na-
tionality and field of study (Sc&T and SScA&H).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>$n$</th>
<th>$M$</th>
<th>$SD$</th>
<th>$M$</th>
<th>$SD$</th>
<th>$M$</th>
<th>$SD$</th>
<th>$M$</th>
<th>$SD$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>Sc&amp;T</td>
<td>599</td>
<td>-.09</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>-.07</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>-.01</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>-.02</td>
<td>.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SScA&amp;H</td>
<td>467</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>Sc&amp;T</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.94</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.82</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SScA&amp;H</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>-.02</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>-.06</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>-.06</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>-.08</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results show variations in the means of the various
subgroups for the four dimensions of the scale. The highest
variation is observed for the factor Interest in Students’ Learn-
ing –related to teaching strategies and resources that motivate
students to learn in a creative way – (ranging from -.08 to
.15), which are the results of Portuguese students from the
SScA&H and Sc&T, respectively. The second highest values
are found for the factor Encouragement of New Ideas – which
involves items related to the fostering of cognitive skills and
affective characteristics associated with students’ creativity –,
with values between -.09 and .11; in this case, both values
came from Brazilian students, belonging to the Sc&T and SS-
cA&H subgroups, respectively.

In order to assess the statistical significance of the ob-
served variations in students’ means in terms of nationality
and subject area, we conducted a 2 x 2 analysis of variance.
For the dimension Encouragement of New Ideas there was
found a significant effect of the interaction between the two
factors ($F (1, 1594) = 5.756, p = .017, \eta^2 = .004$) and, there-
fore, further analyses were limited to this secondary effect.
Figure 1 presents variations in means, based on students’ na-
tionality and subject area.
The difference between Brazilian students’ means from the subgroup of Sc&T and SScA&H is higher than for Portuguese students from the two main domains. On the other hand, while the Brazilian sample shows a more positive perception for students attending SScA&H courses, this relation is the reverse for the Portuguese sample, as Sc&T students present higher results for this dimension, even though the Portuguese students’ means are not clearly differentiated in terms of students’ subject area. Regarding the Climate for the Expression of Ideas – related to teachers’ attitudes of respect for and acceptance of the ideas presented by university students –, there is a significant effect of the interaction between students’ nationality and course ($F(1, 1594) = 6.997, p = .008$, $\eta^2 = .004$), as presented in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Results in the dimension Encouragement of New Ideas, by students’ nationality and subject area.

Concerning the factor Instruction and Evaluation Strategies – which includes items related to the teachers’ educational strategies and methods for evaluating students’ performance that foster students’ creativity –, no significant effect was found, combining both the independent variables, or analysing their isolated impact in the scores. Finally, in Interest in the Student’s Learning, there is a significant interaction effect between nationality and subject area, $F(1, 1594) = 6.677, p = .010$, $\eta^2 = .004$. In order to illustrate this interactive effect, Figure 3 presents variations in the means, combining students’ nationality and subject area.
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Figure 3. Results in the dimension Interest in Students’ Learning, by students’ nationality and subject area.

In the factor Interest for Students’ Learning, Brazilian Sc&T and SScA&H students are not different in their mean scores. However, Portuguese Sc&T students present higher mean than SScA&H students for this subscale. In conclusion, in three dimensions of the scale results shows higher scores for Brazilian SScA&H students and Portuguese Sc&T students. Regarding the Encouragement of New Ideas, the mean difference between both groups is higher for Brazilian students, while the mean difference was higher for Portuguese students regarding scores in Interest for Students’ Learning. The pattern of results for both countries was the same concerning students’ scores for Climate for the Expression of Ideas but, in this case, mean differences between subgroups tend to be the same for both countries.
This study aimed to explore how university students from two countries (Portugal and Brazil) and from different academic areas (Sciences and Technology, and Social Sciences, Arts and Humanities) perceive creativity in their teachers’ performance. Brazilian Sc&T students presented a more negative perception about the Climate for the Expression of Ideas and about the Encouragement of New Ideas in the classroom compared to SScA&H students. Data from the study conducted by Alencar and Fleith (2008), involving Engineering students, are in accordance with the present study’s findings. In the former study, engineering undergraduates report that the most common barriers to creativity at university were emotional - fear of making mistakes, being criticized and expressing themselves - and related to the conditions of the university and their course - lack of incentive and preparation to produce ideas. Ribeiro and Fleith (2007), examining the perceptions of Brazilian college students about the climate of the classroom for creativity, found higher scores for Humanities students when compared to Sc&T students. On the other hand, Alencar and Fleith (2004a) showed that higher education institutions - public or private - interacted with students’ area of studies. Sc&T students attending public institutions and Humanities students in private institutions reported the best representations about their teachers’ practices to promote creativity. It is important to notice that, in this study, the type of institution was not considered, since the Portuguese data collection was performed only at a public university.

In Portugal, the research about perceptions of creativity by university students concerning their subject areas is practically inexistent. Based on studies conducted with teachers of elementary and secondary education (compulsory education in Portugal), Humanities teachers reported less participation in events and less access to information about creativity compared to Science teachers (Monteiro, Morais, Braga, & Nakano, 2013; Morais & Azevedo, 2008). Portuguese Humanities teachers also suggested the need for more training in creativity (Monteiro et al., 2013) and consider that initial training is less conducive to creativity when compared to Science teachers’ ratings (Morais & Azevedo, 2008). Academic training and a culture of interests and expectations common to teachers of the same subject therefore seem to be related to the perceptions and practices in teaching and learning environments, supporting results found for Portuguese students in the present study.

As for the differences between the two countries found in this study - the more favourable evaluations provided by Sc&T Portuguese students contrasting with the Brazilian SScA&H students’ perceptions of practices that promote creativity in higher education, a possible explanation may be related to students’ political and socioeconomic environment. Economic and political restructuring, and consequent new processes of production management, lead to dynamic changes in the nature of and qualification levels in the job market (Carpim, Behrens, & Torres, 2014). The Portuguese economic crisis may have stimulated, especially among science students, higher levels of competitiveness, pursuit of innovation and a differential that puts them at an advantage in the job market. Portugal is also living an intense moment of migration of young people who are looking for specialized jobs. In Portugal, students and teachers may be investing more in the domain of Science and Technology in order to prepare innovative and flexible workers. In the case of Brazil, which is characterized by social, economic and educational inequalities that are paired with a certain progress in the quality of life of the population, little has changed in recent decades. In this sense, Brazilian SScA&H students will be engaged in a classroom environment in which their teachers encourage them to exercise creativity more than Sc&T students, as reported by previous studies.

In addition, although Brazil and Portugal seem to share some similar values and traditions, such as conformity, adaptation to social rules and acceptance of social hierarchies, there are also differences. Brazilian people can be characterized as group-oriented, emotional and extroverted (Fleith, 2011). Moreover, Brazilians are known as the ones who adopt the jeitinho – “an innovative problem-solving strategy in which the individual uses social influence combined with cunning tricks to achieve goals, despite the fact that it breaks formal rules” (Rodrigues, Milfont, Ferreira, Porto, & Fischer, 2011, p. 29). Those characteristics can eventually be required more frequently in domains like SScA&H, which more easily permit risk taking, expressing personal opinions or not following formal rules that strictly. Students of those domains can perhaps more easily perceive creativity through these characteristics. Portuguese people, on the other hand, share more traditional values, are less group-oriented and expansive (Lins, Cavalcanti, & Faria, 2011). Considering that artistic domains are much more explicitly related to the development of creativity at university (Edwards, McGoldrick, & Oliver, 2006), SScA&H students can be more demanding of a creative climate in their educational environments, contrarily to Sc&T Portuguese students. Literature about creativity has already drawn attention to the influence of cultural factors in the development of creative potential and, therefore, one cannot talk about ahistorical, asocial and timeless creativity (Simonton & Shing-Shiang, 2010).

This study called attention to the need to understand how culture influences people’s attitudes towards the value and utility of creative endeavours, as well as how cultural groups are encouraged to be creative, considering domains and groups they belong to. Furthermore, the lack of attention to the development of creative abilities of university students has been previously highlighted (Jackson, 2006a; Morais, Almeida, & Azevedo, 2014; Wechsler & Nakano, 2011). These study findings may offer university professors some guidance concerning their practices in the classroom, considering the Brazilian and the Portuguese educational environment. In sum, the present study provided insights about how creativity is context dependent, even in countries that show cultural differences but also similarities – as is the case of Portugal/Brazil or Hong Kong/China (Zhang, 2013; Zhang & Sternberg, 2011). As pointed out by Lubart (1999, p. 347), “culture promotes creativity in certain forms and domains and in certain segments of the population”.
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This study presents some limitations. There is an imbalance between the Brazilian and the Portuguese sample size, although the respective population discrepancy is also large; the data are related to Brazilian public and private institutions while, in Portugal, students attended a public institution. Also, the courses representing the academic domains are not exactly the same in both countries. It should also be kept in mind that data were self-reported. The discussion of results presented in this study is also limited by a lack of previous research about the theme. Therefore, it is difficult to comment or compare data obtained in this study and to provide robust explanations for different results considering students’ country and domain. Future studies may include the documental analysis of public policies and educational guidelines for higher education in both countries, as well as a focus on the perceptions of teachers in different academic areas about the extent to which creativity is stimulated in higher education. In addition, this study would benefit from the adoption of qualitative methods, such as interviews and classroom observations.
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